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Summary 

Objectives 

The objective is to build a cloud-based model management platform based on the Caminao 
framework. 
This framework (fully documented and freely available online) provides a comprehensive and 
consistent description of systems architectures allowing the consolidation of all modeling assets 
at enterprise level. Its UML backbone enables both conceptual alignment and technical 
interoperability with other tools and IDEs. 
The aim of the intended platform is to facilitate the collaboration between solution providers and 
their corporate customers throughout the upstream modeling phases of application lifecycle, 
and leverage the effectiveness of their downstream development phases. Its main benefits are: 

● Governance: all models are centrally and consistently managed with regard to their 
contents. 

● Knowledge management: models are the best way to capitalize and reuse business and 
technical knowledge across corporate units. 

● Confidentiality: built-in model layers facilitate the management of authorizations 
according domains, status, roles, and responsibilities. 

● Costs: besides the benefits of cloud-based solutions, transparency at model level 
significantly reduces transaction costs between corporate customers and solution 
providers. 

● Quality and productivity: extending ALM upstream to models help to align business 
requirements with functional architectures. 

● Innovation: by harnessing providers’ and customers’ latent ideas and assets within a 
common conceptual framework, collaboration will leverage the effectiveness of their 
respective R&D. 

Business Context 

Market Forces & Opportunity 

Software has become a primary factor of competitive edge, with two critical consequences: 
● Faster turnover of software applications. 
● Greater range of technical options, from system-based to cloud-based architectures. 

That opens a widening gap between business and engineering concerns. 
With regard to business, the critical gap lies between enterprise and software architectures, the 
former anchored to business environment and organization, the latter driven by market 
opportunities and technical changes. 
With regard to engineering, the critical gap lies between legacy and new systems, pushed in 
opposite directions by development technologies as well as widely different life-cycles.  
Hence the increasing pressure for the refactoring of legacy code (systems architecture) and the 
consolidation of all applications into a comprehensive and consistent descriptive framework 
(enterprise architecture). 
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Industry Forces & Competition 

Software engineering can be characterized by rapid changes in technologies on one hand, 
inertia of software engineering legacy, methods and organization on the other hand. 
Two factors have arguably played a major part in the lack of innovation in software engineering 
methods and tools: 

● The dominant position of IBM among solution providers. 
● The asymmetry of returns between services and tools, the former being highly profitable, 

the latter providing a significant brace for the former while being only marginally 
worthwhile when left on its own. 

Those factors also account for the distribution of industry forces between a small number of 
established providers and a large number of struggling smaller ones. 
Nonetheless, the move to web-based architectures is propping on-line development platforms 
against traditional on-site CASE ones. 

Global solution providers 

Those providers offer tools and associated services covering the main parts of application 
life-cycle. As epitomized by IBM which dominates the market by a wide margin, they represent 
the primary competition to the Caminao value proposition. 
Yet, since their competitive edge stems from their marketing muscle and catch-all marketing, 
they usually keep a non specific approach to concepts and methods, which leaves some room 
for the Caminao approach. 

Specialised solution providers  

By contrast, specialised solution providers cover only a specific part of the application life-cycle 
and they have to rely on the quality of their solutions to keep global competitors at bay. That can 
be more easily achieved when their tools support a specific expertise, for instance Quality 
Assurance and tests; but that is increasingly difficult for general purpose modeling tools. 
Depending on their arbitrage between returns from tools and services, they could be seen as 
competitors or partners. 

Online Providers 

On-line based development is arguably the primary factor of software engineering evolution. As 
could be expected from market forces, the online migration is driven by solution providers as 
well as by customers needs. 
Online development platforms like CollabNet are best described as utility providers as they 
provide standardized resources and plumbing to development teams. A comprehensive and 
systematic use of open-source software is the cornerstone of their offer, as it secures 
interoperability and perennity on one hand, cost effectiveness on the other hand. While those 
factors play fully at source level, they are ineffective at model level, hence the fragmented 
situation for online model-based development tools. 
Those tools can be seen as a renewal of 4GLs as they provide light and easy to use solutions 
targeting specific customer needs, e.g mobile applications. They usually target main technical 
architectures and use domain specific languages to deal with business domains. The specificity 
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of their modeling approach significantly reduces their interoperability with other model-based 
development tools. 

Issues with Industry Forces 

As for today, there isn’t much complementarity between providers: 
● Even when established as utilities at source level, online platforms providers have made 

limited inroads in the upper (modelling) phases of application life-cycle. 
● Global solution providers are very cautious with online platforms, keeping them 

proprietary lest they lose their marketing muscle and their very profitable position as 
service providers. 

● While Enterprise Architecture or Business Process modeling tools are certainly a 
necessary component of leading consultancies toolbox, middle sized ones haven’t much 
to expect from proprietary solutions, and may fear using non proprietary ones. 

● Tools providers are struggling and may have to choose between a rock and a hard 
place, namely, profitable but hypothetical growth in services, and/or less challenging but 
hardly profitable online offering. 
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Key Strategic Options 

Positioning 

Lacunae in industry forces outline the positioning of the Caminao value proposition: 
● Between light solutions online and traditional CASE tools onsite. 
● Between consultancies and service providers wanting access to non-proprietary 

development platforms and tools vendors. 
● Between general purpose modeling tools and specialized ones. 

 

In accordance with that positioning, solution providers (tools vendors, software houses, or 
consultancies) are to be Caminao primary customers as well as main channel to corporate end 
users. 

Partnerships 

Trust is a primary factor for multi-sided participation and innovation-driven collaboration. Hence 
the importance of partnerships with solution providers based on non-overlapping activities and 
cross marketing benefits.  
As a corollary, in order to harness partners’ different strategies and secure a fair share of 
created value to all, revenue streams must be governed by asymmetric pricing set in line with 
partners’ strategies. 

Brand 

On one hand, open business models are doomed if not abutted on strong brands; on the other 
hand the lack of a comprehensive and consistent understanding of model based system 
engineering is arguably an obstacle to innovation. Hence the importance of the Caminao 
conceptual framework, fully and freely documented online, with a cumulated audience of more 
than 50.000 visitors, and an average of 4000 monthly views. Its strong conceptual and visual 
identity is a primary factor for the credibility, consistency, and maturity of the proposed solutions. 

Light Structure 

Given the limits set by its partnership policy on revenue streams, the only option for Caminao is 
to keep its structure as light as possible and to focus on activities directly connected to the 
management of its framework and  platform. 
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Main Features 

1. Customer Segments 

Caminao identifies customers segments depending on their activity and the degree of 
partnership that can be achieved: 

End users 

The primary objective of end users is to create, edit, and manage models:  
● Business customers using the platform on their own account are meant to get Caminao 

access through solution providers. 
● Reference customers are a subset of business customers. As such they still get 

Caminao access through solution providers but they may also collaborate directly with 
Caminao. 

● Self-employed professionals are individuals using the platform on the account of 
business customers; they are normally reached through the community. 

Solution providers 

Solution providers are both direct customers, marketing partners, and research associates: 
● Tool providers may simply use the Caminao framework concepts and stereotypes to 

customize their tools. They may go further and implement those extensions on the 
Caminao platform. In any case they may use Caminao features to extend their offer as 
service providers. 

● On-site service providers help their customers with their environment, from building 
models on end users’ account or supporting them along development processes.  They 
are to be directly convinced of the Caminao benefits and supported afterwards. 

● Off-site service providers do the same as on-site ones using their own environment. 
They are to be directly convinced of the Caminao benefits and supported afterwards. 
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2. Value Proposition 

The core Caminao value proposition is to leverage the effectiveness of requirements and 
analysis models all along the development process independently of activity, skills, organization 
or methods. 

For end users: 

● The Caminao platform comes with the benefits of cloud-based environments: 
accessibility, convenience, security, etc. 

● It offers the possibility to customize modeling environment without undermining 
interoperability. 

● A shared modeling framework paves the way to a better control over development 
products (Quality) and processes (delays and cost). 

● A shared modeling platform with providers improves risk management (delays, budgets, 
quality). 

For solution providers: 

● Better understanding of customers’ needs. 
● Leveraging effect on volume and quality of their activity. 
● Development of long term relationships with their customers, e.g through users groups 

For all: 

As a market place, the Caminao platform add transparency and a better understanding of 
respective needs, constraints and commitments; that will help adjustments and lower 
transactions costs. 
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3. Channels 

The Caminao business model is based on a light structure and active partnerships. 
As a consequence channels are to match segments for pre-sales (P), sales (S), and after-sales 
(A) activities: 

● Direct and continuous channels must be kept up with solution providers for their 
expertise, as marketing partners, and for their supporting role with end users. 

● Channels to end users are to be jointly defined between Caminao and solution 
providers, and then managed by providers. Direct technical channels should be 
maintained with reference customers. 

● Community networks are to provide broader and unfiltered channels for support to and 
feedback from users. 

 

    Providers Caminao Community 

End Users Business 
Customers 

P-S-A   P-A 

 Reference 
Customers 

P-S-A P-S-A P-A 
 

Solution 
Providers 

Tools 
providers 

P-S-A P-S-A  P-A 
 

 Service 
providers 

  P-S-A  P-A 
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4. Customer Relationships 

Caminao relationships with its customers is to be aligned with segments and channels: 
● Direct commercial and technical relationship with solutions providers. 
● Technical relationships with reference customers. 
● Self-service for documentation and libraries of templates and patterns. 
● Community forums for support and FAQ 
● Co-creation of new features with solution providers and reference customers. 

 

  Direct Self-service Community Co-creation 

Business Customers   + ++   

Reference Customers + + + + 

Tools providers ++ + + ++ 

Service providers ++ + + + 

Self-employed    + ++   
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5. Revenue Streams 

Caminao revenue streams are based on three basic models, depending on customer segment, 
volumes, and value proposition: 

● Access fees is the option of choice for business customers willing to try the approach 
with real projects and self-employed individual. Access to the Caminao platform will be 
free within a limit on resources, then set monthly depending on resources allocated. 

● Subscription fees is the option of choice for business customers willing to generalize the 
approach and for service providers supporting them. 

● Licensing is the option of choice for tools and service providers, a necessary one when 
built-in Caminao features are developed. 

 

  Usage fee Subscription fees Licensing 

Business customers ++ ++  

Reference customers   ++ + 

Self-employed ++    

Tools providers   +  ++ 

Service providers + ++ ++ 
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6. Key Resources 

The cornerstone of the project is the Caminao conceptual framework, fully and freely 
documented online, with a cumulated audience of more than 50.000 visitors, and an average of 
4000 monthly views. As an intellectual asset its role is to substantiate the credibility, 
consistency, and maturity of the approach, and to guarantee the availability and continuity of 
support independently of billed transactions.  
That framework will be operated on a leased cloud-based platform running a software package 
to be developed. 
Key human resources are to deal with marketing and sales, R&D, and platform and community 
management. 

7. Key Activities 

Customary activities cover platform & community management: 
● Users’ access to platform. 
● Caminao resources. 
● Providers resources. 
● Forums, help desk, and hotline. 

 
The objective of the R&D activity is to feed innovation-driven growth by helping tools and 
service providers to take advantage of the Caminao framework: 

● Development and leveraging of tools features. 
● Devising or improvement of services. 
● Enhancement of interoperability of tools, both within and without the platform. 
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8. Key Partnerships 

As already mentioned, partnerships with solution providers are to be the backbone of the 
Caminao business model. 
With regard to the supporting platform, the option of choice would be a strategic alliance or a 
joint venture with an environment already hosting development tools. If that were impracticable, 
the platform would use a general purpose environment and try to join forces with development 
tools. In any case, given its leading position in open source source code management (SCM), 
some kind of partnership with TeamForge should be considered. 
Caminao could also find ground for partnership with freelancers networks. 
With regard to development tools, the objective is to build strong but non exclusive commercial 
and technical collaboration with providers. That kind of balance can be achieved given the 
ecumenical nature of the Caminao project: given the low entry barriers and a full online 
documentation free of charge, benefits will mainly come from innovative solutions and brand 
recognition. 
The same reasoning hold for services providers, with a special mention for educational services 
providing courses on Caminao account. 
 

  Strategic  
(tools,service) 

Joint ventures 
(service) 

Partnership 
(customer) 

ad hoc 
(sales) 

Platforms + ++ +  

Tool providers ++ +    

Service providers + +  + 

Reference customers   + +   

Self-employed    +  + 
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9. Cost Structure 

Fixed costs include: 
● The development of the core Caminao software (UML# and associated modules). Since 

that kind of software is very typical and well acquainted with by specialized software 
house, its cost can be reliably estimated. It could also be developed in partnership. 

● Lease & licenses for the Cloud environment. 
● Staff of 3 people for partnerships and marketing, platform management & maintenance, 

and customers and community relationship. 
Variable costs could include: 

● Joint operations with solution providers. 
● Community activities. 
● Updates and extensions to the core Caminao software. 
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